Abstract-This work prerenh a vision-hared system for detecting and localizing pedestrians in road environments by means of a statistical technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
The pedestrians detection is an essential functionality for intelligent vehicles, since avoiding crashes with pedestrians is a requisite for aiding the driver in urban environments.
Vision-based pedestrian detection in outdoor scenes is a challenging task even in the case of a stationary camera. In fact, pedestrians usually wear different clothes with various colors that, sometimes. are barely distinguishable from the background (this is particularly true when processing greylevel images). Moreover, pedestrians can wear or carry items like hats. bags. umbrellas. and many others, which give a broad variabili~y to their shape.
When the vision system is installed on-board of a moving vehicle additional problems must be faced, since the observer's ego-motion entails additional motion in the background and changer in the illumination conditions. In addition. since pedestrian Detection is more likely to be of use in a urban environment, also the presence of a complex background (including buildings, moving or parked cars. cycles, road signs, signals.. . ) must be taken into account.
Widely used approaches for addressing vision-based Pedestrian Detection are: the search of specific panems or textures [I] , stereo vision [2]- [4] . shape detection [SI-[i] , motion detection [SI- [IO] , neural networks [Ill, [I? ]. The great part of the research groups use a combination of two or more of these approaches [?I, [13] , [14] . Anyway, only a few of these systems have already proved their efficacy in applications for intelligent vehicles.
This work presents the first results o f a new localization and association rule specifically designed to follow the detection process previously developed [IS] .
In this work the strong vertical symmetly of the human shape is exploited to determine specific regions of interest which are likely to contain pedestrians. This method allows the identification of pedestrians in various poses. positions and clothing, and is not limited to moving people. In order to improve the reliability of the system and as preliminary work for pedestrain tracking, a pedestrian localization step has been added. Pedestrian localization iteratively computes the position of pedestrians in the 3D world. It has been conceived to be used for a tracking system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the structure of the algorithm. Section 3 describes the detection module, section 4 presents the localization procedure. Section 5 ends the paper with some final remarks. Figure I shows the algorithm structure. As a first processing step, attentive vision techniques are applied to concentrate the analysis on specific regions of interest only. In fact. the aim of the low-level part of the processing is the focusing on potential candidate areas to be further examined at a higher-level stage in a following phase.
ALGORITHM STRUCTURE
The areas considered as candidate are rectangular bounding boxes which:
-have a size in pixels falling in a specific range. This range is computed from the knowledge of the intrinsic parameters of the vision system (angular aperture and resolution) and from allowed size and distance of pedestrians:
. enclose a portion of the image which exhibits the lowlevel fearures that characterize the presence of B pedestrian. i. e. a strong vertical symmetry and a high density of verticai edges. A stereo refinement is used to refine the computed bounding boxes. The other image is searched for the same detected object and a triangulation is used to determine the distance.
Moreover, since other objects than pedestrians feature high symmetrical content. a set of filters is used to remove objects like poles. trees.. . .
The forward loop process ends by estimating the pedestrian position in the road scene. This stage uses an intemai model (the scene bounding box) that allows to take into account the possible bad fitting of the detected bounding box with respect to the real pedestrian shape.
Beside the obvious usefulness of a pedestrian localization functionality for a driver assistance system (for example, in order to know which pedestrian is the more dangerous and to focus the perception on him); in addition, as shown on figure I (dotted lines) localization can also be use to foresee the future position of the bounding boxes (i.e. to rack the pedestrians). The tracking can be used to directly act onto tile detection stages in order to improve the reliability of the s!'stem. Currently. tile loop has not been yet closed. The full tracking system is under de\,eiopement.
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION A. Sc.nrcii are0
In the first phase a search for pedestrians candidates is performed. Thanks to the knowledge of the system's extrinsic parametrrs together with a flat scene assumption. this search ii limited to a reduced portion of thc image. Besides the obvious advantage of avoiding false detections in wrong areas, the processing of a reduced search area only. reduces the computariona! time. The analysis is mi limited to a target featuring a fixed size or a piyen distance. hut a range for each parameter is in faci considered. The introduction of these ranges generates two funher degrees of freedom in the size and position of the bounding boxes. In other words. the search area is enlarged to accommodate a11 possible combinations of height. width_ and distance for pedzstrians.
B. S w n~e o ? derecrion
Since pedestrians are generally symmetric; the processing is based on the analysis of symmetries. Shadows and othcr road textures do nor influence the search. The analysis proceeds in this \\'a?.: the columns of the image are considered as possible symmetry axes for bounding boxes. For each symmetry a i s different bounding boxes are evaluated scanning a specific range of distances from the camera (the distance determines the position ofthe bounding box base) and a reasonable range of heights and widths for a pedestrian (the corresponding bounding box size can be computed through the calibration).
However. not all the possible symmetry axes are considered:
Since edges are chosen as discriminant in most of the following analysis. a pre-attentive filter is applied, aimed at the selection of the areas with a high density of edges. Axes centered on regions which contain a number of edges lower than the average value are dropped.
For each of the remaining axes the best candidate area is selected among the bounding boxes which share that symmetry axis, while having different position (base) and size (height and width). Vertical symmetry lias been chosen as a main distinctive feature for pedestrians. Symmetry edge maps, e. g. the Generalized Symmetry Transform (GST) [16] , ha\,e already been proposed as methods IO locate interest points in the image prior to any segmentation or extraction of contest-dependent information. Unfortunately, these methods are generally computationally expensive. Aliematively, WO different symmetry measures are performed: one on the graylevel values and one on the horizontal gradient values. The selection of the best bounding box is based on maximizing a linear combination ofthe two symmetry measures. masked hy the density of edges in the box.
C. Boerzding boxes geeneraiior,
A n adjustment of the bounding boxes' size is yet needed.
In fact, when comparing the gray-level symmetry of different boundin? boxes centered on the same axis, larger boxes tend to overcome smaller ones since pedestrians are generally surrounded by homogeneous areas such as concrere underneath or the SA?. above. Therefore, the bounding box which presents the maximum symmetry tends to be larger than the object it contains because it includes uniform regions. For this reason, for each selected symmetry axis. the exact height and width of the best bounding box are actually taken as those possessed by the boa which maximizes a new function among the ones having the same axis. This funciion is computed as the product ofthe symmetry of vertical edges and density of vertical edges only. Figure 2 summarizes the overall candidate generation process.
The result of this step is a first list of candidate bounding boxes that contains potential pedestrians.
D. Siereo relinemen1
The disrance of the potential pedestrians can be computed using the knowledge of the camera calibration and the assumpiion of a fiat scene. Unfortunately, the computed values are greatly affected by a wrong detection of the lower pan of pedestrians. In order to refine this measurement, which is of imponance for discriminating amongst obstacles and actual pedestrians. a refinement phase is mandatory.
A simple stereo technique is used: for each bounding box in this list, starring from a rough estimation of the distance, a portion of the other image is searched for areas which exhibit a content similar to the one included in the bounding box by means of a correlation measure. The correlation formula used for matching left ai and right bi pixels is: Fiz. 2: Bounding boxes generation phase: the two horizontal green lines represent the search area: the symmetry histograms for grey-levels (red), vertical edges (green), the vertical edges density (yellow). and their combination (black) are shown in the bottom pan of the image.
Once the correspondence between the bounding box located in the left image and its counterpart in the right image has been found, a triangulation is be used to determine the distance to the vision system. Therefore. a refinement of the bounding box base can take place. based on calibration and perspective constraints. More precisely, the knowledge of tlie camera orientation with respect to the ground and tlie road slope can provide information about the position of :he point of contact of the human shape with the ground. This knowledge is used to stretch the bottom of the bounding box till it reaches the ground and frames the entire shape of the pedestrian and the technique is robust in the sense that even if the background is different from one image to another, the distance is correcrly evaluated and the base exactly refined for all observed casts (see figure 3 ).
E Bounding boxesflrrering
Symmetrical objects other than pedestrians may happen to be detected a5 well. In order to get rid of such false positives a number of filters have been devised which rely on the analysis of the distribution of edges within the bounding box and on segmentation and classification of the box region. These filrers. which are still under development. show promising results regarding the elimination of both artifacts (such as poles, road signs, buildings. and other road infrastructures) and symmetrical areas given by a uniform portion of the background between nvo foreground objects with similar lateral borders. 
IV. PEDESTRIAN LOC.iLIZATION
This section describes how the position of the pedestrian in die scene is estimated.
d. Pedestrian model and coordinare psiems
..\ pedestrian is considered as being situated on a Rat road and its position is defined by the coordinates (Xp. Y,,.O) corresponding to the intersection of its vertical axis with the ground (i.e. the contact point). Figure 4 shows the coordinate system in which the contact point is defined according to ths road sides.
This scene is observed by a camem situated at height Zc with a tilt angle denoted by a as shown on figure 4.
B. Pedeshion observation
We take here into account that the detection provides image bounding boxes including a pedestrian shape. Unfortunately. sometimes a bounding box dors not fit exactly the pedestrian: in particular the height of the bounding box is smaller than the pedestrian shape. This panicularity is of great importance for the localization since the observed height influences directly the estimated distance from rhe camera to the pedestrian. The position estimation process must take explicitly this into account in order to provide a more accurate result.
To solve this problem_ a scene bounding box is defined ( figure 5) . It is supposed to correspond to the image bounding box provided by the detection. A scene bounding box must correspond to a pedestrian. So its is defined by a height H and by a width W . These last parameters are considered as random variables described by a normal law. Their average and standard deviation are chosen to be realistic enough to represent a human shape: a pedestrian is supposed to be a person whose average height is H = l . i O m with a standard deviation a" = 0.1 m, and whose width is strongly correlated to the height IV = k H with o priori k = 0.3 which correspond to a realistic widthheight ratio, having standard deviation
Zo represents half of the height difference between the scene bounding box and the real pedestrian height. Its average value is chosen null with a standard deviation of azo = O.lm.
The next operation consists in establishing the relationship between the scene bounding box and the pedestrian position parameters. The coordinates of the comers PI and P: of the scene bounding box are obtained from the position .U, and U, of the pedestrian and from H . W and Za and are expressed in a coordinate system linked to the camera and according to classical small angle approximation (tilt angle a is low): u~Y p -a u l ( Z o -Z c ) 
Low a allows to neglect all the underlined parts of equa- This new estimator has proven to be highly reliable and will be the element for feeding adequately the tracker block (which is aimed at improving efficency of bounding box generation) in order to complete the eligible box's elaboration loop (see fig. I ). The association rule which has been initially designed exploits one box drop safety ring time-based, in order to maintain the label of the correct identifications through the frames of the acquired video. The system has been tested in different situations. Currently, the result is not exploitedby the preattentive phase, but results obtained by the localization phase promise to improve the reliability and efficiency of the preattentive stage.
A full tracking system that exploits the pedestrians localization function is currently under development. 
